SCULLIN POST ELECTION REPORT
16 July 2016
Disclaimer.
On the cessation of the 2016 Federal Election, a review and analysis
discussion was conducted by the Scullin Campaign Analysis Team (SCAT). This report is the
result of those discussions encompassing the strengths, weaknesses and opportunities at the
campaign level. All previous draft reports are hereby null and void.
Executive Summary.
At this point in time, the electorate of Scullin is difficult to convert to
a Coalition seat. However on a political strategic level campaigning in a dead red safe Labor
seat has enormous value. Senate votes, funds accrued for each vote gained, training, trialling
new concepts, and election of positions associated at the State and Federal levels. (SEC and
FEC). These alone should be enough incentives for members to become involved.
Melanie Stockman, the Liberal candidate for Scullin achieved an unexpected and pleasing result.
When compared to the National swing against the Coalition of -3.8%, Melanie Stockman at 2.93%, was lower than that of the national swing. It is of interest to note that the surrounding
seats of Scullin on average had a swing on a two party preferred vote of -6.67%. (McEwen 7.70%, Calwell -4.0%, Batman -9.8%, Jaga Jaga -1.54% and Wills -10.32%.)
In doing so, the candidate, Melanie Stockman held the thin blue line in the North of Melbourne
with limited resources and a tiny budget. It is a good demonstration of what can be achieved in
a relative short period of time and the candidate congratulated for achieving all of the objectives.
Background.
Scullin is a conglomeration of diverse cultures with strong areas of growth
to the East of the electorate. It is of interest to note that despite Scullin being classified as a
strong Labor held seat, the margin has steadily been reduced by 11% over a 25 year period
through a continuous Liberal presence with due credit to Craig Ondarchie. A detailed outline of
the Scullin demographics may be found at Annex A.
Aim. The aims of the campaign was to reduce the margin, hold the thin blue line against any
national trend and attract as many Senate votes as possible.
Objectives. Given that the candidate had only ten weeks to campaign, four objectives were
identified as being crucial to the campaign. Details as shown below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Meet and greet the public
Distribution of campaign material.
Man the pre-poll booths for three weeks.
Man the Polling booths on Election Day.

Campaign team structure.
A campaign team of three, hardly constituted a challenge to
the sitting member Andrew Giles who was swamped by volunteers and supporters. Despite the
difficulties, the candidate conducted a short, sharp and brief campaign involving meet and greet,
followed by a three week pre-poll manning at the two joint booths with Batman and McEwen and
finished with the manning of polling booths. There were five main stakeholders as detailed
below, Additional players whose support was appreciated are mentioned elsewhere within the
report.
1. Candidate.
The candidate Melanie Stockman a relative newcomer to the political
scene kindly volunteered her services to represent the Liberal Party. Through no fault of her
own, the candidate was ill prepared for such an undertaking and struggled in the early stages
of the campaign. Her political knowledge was accelerated by being introduced to many
seasoned campaign veterans that enabled her to complete a successful campaign. Despite
the candidates political inexperience she performed reasonably well under the
circumstances and her contribution should be acknowledged. It is the opinion of the Scullin
FEC that the candidate will benefit from a Leadership, training and development programme.
See below for additional informal regarding support to the candidate.
2. Head Office.
The role of Head Office was to provide guidance, advice and material
support to dead red seats where the margin could be reduced. The support was of a timely
nature given that in the initial stages, communication and roles and responsibilities required
to be clarified. Suffice to say, the Head Office campaign staff were pleasant, enthusiastic and
prepared to listen to alternative points of view.
3. Roving mobile teams. Five Roving Mobile Units (RMU) were utilised for the preparation
set up, manning and reserve polling booth volunteers. The setup crew commenced
operations at 3.00 am and completed their task by 8.00 am. The RMU commenced at 7.00
am and completed their assigned tasks at 7.00 pm. On reflection it is safe to say that without
the implementation of RMUs’ the polling booths may not have been manned. See Annex B.
4. Volunteers.
Volunteers was a major issue that could have been avoided had the
Secretariat released the funds as requested as early as five weeks out from Election Day.
The Campaign Manager called upon his own personal network to man the polling booths
while the Roving Mobile Units filled in the gaps. Mr Narinder Sharma was exceptional in
providing teams of volunteers at the last moment. See below.
5. Campaign Manager.
The Campaign Manager, Peter Adamis who had in excess
of 26 years political campaigning experience in the electorate and a seasoned campaign
veteran was brought out of retirement. In the absence of three campaign team members
who were interstate, overseas and on business, the Campaign Manager compensated for
the reduction in staff, by obtaining the assistance of Andrew Ananievski with the support of
Simon Frost, the State Director.

Budget.
A budget of $10,000.00 was initially approved by the Scullin FEC which was
adjusted in accordance with the campaign strategy and time remaining. A new budget of
$4500.00 was approved. $5000, 00 was provided by Peter Adamis, the Campaign Manager as
in-kind support in additional to all other campaign expenses. This in-kind support has been an
ongoing tradition with the Adamis family for the past 25 years.
A detailed table analysis of campaign funds and expenses is shown below: The campaign team
received funds from the Area Finance Fund and a donation of $1500.00 from the Canterbury
Womens section. The financial support provided by the Canterbury Womens section cannot be
underestimated as the funds arrived at the most opportune time.
CAMPAIGN FUNDS
Canterbury Womens section
Canterbury Womens section
Scullin Area Finance

SUM
$ 750.00
$ 750.00
$3428.00

TOTAL CASH AVAILABLE
INKIND SUPORT
Campaign Offices & Storage
Campaign equipment & Materials
TOTAL INKIND SUPPORT

$4928.00

EXPENSE ITEMS
Polling booth volunteers
Roving mobile units
Pre-poll volunteers
Food
condiments/drinks
TOTAL EXPENDITURE

COST
$1350.00
$1600.00
$1000.00
$ 450.00
$ 100.00
$4500.00

SUM
$3000.00
$2000.00
$5000.00

CREDIT & EXPENSES
TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE
TOTAL EXPENSES
BALANCE REMAINING

SUM
$4928.00
$4500.00
$ 428.00

Costs versus outcomes.
With a budget of $4500.00, in dollar terms it meant that the
Scullin campaign team spent a mere $1535.00 per percentage lost.
Major Political Parties.
This report describes the presence and effect of the parties present
during the campaign and it’s not within the realms of responsibility to ascertain their campaign
style or structure.
1. Greens. Despite a well-planned and excellent campaign, the Greens vote was negligible
and their impact on the overall outcome not of any great significance. What is of interest to
note is that the Greens were actively campaigning at the Pre-poll and at all polling booths on
Election Day. Their campaign material was superb and outmatched that of the Liberals and
Labor.
2. Labor.
Labor thrust additional resources and manpower into the campaign than
any other election known in the past. A comment by Andrew Giles the current sitting member
for Scullin paid tribute to the Liberal campaign team for conducting a hard fought and rigorous
campaign, reminiscent of a marginal seat. The Labor Party was well organized with
“volunteers”, having two volunteers at pre-poll at all times, with a three hour rotation shift.
Labor Party “volunteers” were paid $25 per hour to stand at pre-poll and hand out HTV Cards.
3. Liberals. The Liberal campaign was conducted on a shoe string budget and supported by
a small team of three members. The candidate, volunteer and campaign manager. Suffice
to say, despite the overall shortages, a successful ten week campaign was conducted.

4. Minor parties. The influence of the minor parties was considered insignificant but what is
of interest is that they were in sufficient numbers at polling booths representing their political
affiliations. This observation was not lost on the Scullin Campaign team Mobile Roving Units
given the difficulties faced by the Liberal Party in the electorate.
Polling Booths.
Polling booths on Election Day were manned by volunteers from various
sources, many of whom cannot be identified as they turned up without notice. These volunteers
and many others relieved the intense pressure placed on the MRI units. An example of the
Polling booth description is provided at Annex B.
Campaign Materials
Shown below is as a result of consultation with various members of
the volunteer group and roving mobile units.
1. The Liberal wrapping left a lot to be desired. The use of the colours red and blue was like
giving the Labor Party a free ride on the advertising gravy train. The absence of the Liberal
Logo was noted.
2. There was an absence of banner and corflute ties, scissors tape and other material that
would have assisted with the presentation of booths.
3. The ponchos were a welcome sight and helped with the layering of clothes during the early
pre-poll cold mornings and on Election Day.
4. Ten corflutes were utilised in selective areas and displayed to the public. These were
installed at least ten days before the election in accordance with the campaign strategy and
to avoid the corflutes being defaced.
5. At least ten Scullin “A” Frames for corflutes were stolen on the cessation of the campaign.
6. The candidate and CFA t-shirts came in a number of sizes but the extra-large was requested
enabling volunteers to place it over their normal clothing.
Campaign Observations.
Shown below are some of the campaign highlights and
observations considered to be worthy of mention. They are not in any particular order or in any
priority.
1. Throughout the campaign, Karina Okotel provided much needed support and it was to her
good works that some projects were able to get off the ground in a short period of time.
Karina Okotel has been singled out as being the most productive and influential of the Senate
campaign team to work with the Scullin candidate.
2. It is the opinion of the Scullin Campaign Analysis Team (SCAT) that the CFA at two outer
polling booth locations bordering the electorate of McEwen added value by their appearance
but failed to convince or influence voters in the inner suburbs of the Scullin electorate. These
were not addressed by the campaign team at the national level and slow to respond within
the range of timely expectations to counter Labors’ scare campaign.

3. The absence of a Human Task Force (HTF) was duly noted and the failure of including it in
the campaign was a contributing factor in the reduction of senate votes. Head Office were
advised constantly with little effect on the outcome. The McEwen campaign manager, John
Butler was also instrumental in providing support in the North bordering both electorates.
4. The Liberal Party should consider to think automatically that it is entitled to run in every seat,
just because it’s a “major” political party. It needs to judge whether as a political party, it
possess the necessary resources and list of volunteers – willing to help out to man our prepoll, nursing homes, hospital visits and all 35 polling booths.
5. Additional considerations should be given to the preparation, training, exposure and
development of potential candidates.
6. The Corflute were instrumental in sending out simple messages but when new corflute
messages were being introduced they appeared to have confused the voters.
7. The How to Vote cards were simple and easy to follow but could have been enhanced had
they been also printed in various languages given the diverse nature of the electorate. See
Annex B for the Scullin diverse community’s profile.
8. Although the use of Roving Mobile Units were effective to ferry reserve volunteers it is the
opinion of the Scullin Campaign Analysis Team (SCAT) that the use of buses and/or vans
operating throughout the electorate would be better for the relief of polling booth volunteers.
9. It is important to employ strong, experienced, seasoned, stable and mature campaign
managers with the political insight and corporate knowledge to operate in dead red seats.
10. A campaign launch was considered to raise funds for the campaign. After some considerable
discussion the concept of the campaign launch was put aside so that the candidate could
concentrate on meeting the public. This decision was not taken lightly which meant a review
of the campaign strategy and effects on attracting additional volunteer support.
11. The Head Office Polling Booth Management system was not used as it was not applicable
to the electorate of Scullin.
12. Consideration should be given to have on either side of the HTV cards the candidate’s
preferences to solve the problem at dual electorate polling booths. All HTV cards were
located at the Scullin campaign headquarters located in Watsonia.
Coordination.
With the election now some three weeks past one could say that the
candidate was thrust into the public arena in such a short time, exposed to a myriad of ideas,
concepts and strategies; that the candidate’s political corporate knowledge and education was
accelerated. The role of the Campaign Managers is difficult and to manage complex threads,
means a deviation from the original journey to take advantage of opportunities that arise.

It is the opinion of the Scullin Campaign Analysis Team (SCAT), that under the leadership of
Michael Kroger; the Victorian Divisions did well in Victoria, while the campaign strategy at the
national left a lot to be desired. It is unfair to point the bone but Tony Nutt who has been Federal
Director of the Liberal Party of Australia, a State Director and campaign adviser with over thirty
five years’ experience, a much better result was expected.
Campaign Gallery and timelines of interest.
A campaign galley is at Annex C and a
detailed list of campaign timelines of interest are at Annex D.
Electorate issues. Throughout the campaign mixed messages were being received from the
pre-poll stations and reinforced strongly on the day of the election Furthermore the Scullin
Campaign Analysis Team (SCAT) identified the following issues as being important:
1. Superannuation;
4. Education;
7. Medicare;
10. Negative gearing.

2. Employment;
5. Healthcare & Disabilities;
8. Safe Schools programme;

3. Age Pension;
6. Cost of living;
9. Traffic congestion; and

Support to candidate.
The Scullin FEC campaign team relied heavily on the support of
others and as such complex threads of support and priorities were implemented according to
the needs of the candidate. Apart from support by Michael Kroger, Jane Hume and Marcus
Bastiaan at the pre-poll. Paul Mitchell, Ollie Walsh, Hong Kyung the candidate for Wills and Hsu
John, the disendorsed Liberal candidate for Calwell assisted during the visit of Tony Abbott. The
following other members also assisted the candidate:
1.

Karina Okotel. Karina Okotel the Senate candidate was a stable influence and a guiding
hand whose masterful approach and political insight was invaluable during flagging times
and assisted the candidate with much moral, political advice and physical support.

2. Andrew Ananievski.
Andrew Ananievski provided the bulk of the work by his
corporate knowledge, quick thinking, political acumen, mentoring, training, and assisting the
candidate throughout the campaign. He was without doubt of enormous physical and political
help to the candidate. Pre-poll for the Liberal Party was manned by the candidate with
Andrew Ananievski putting in over 98 hours in three weeks as well as supporting Deakin.
3. Nikki Petrovich. The member who recruited the candidate and assisted the candidate in the
forming stages was Nikki Petrovich. She came with a rich source of campaigning knowledge
and experience. Nikki was invaluable on the days leading up to and including Election Day.
Nikki Petrovich’s campaigning corporate knowledge was an asset to the Scullin campaign.
4. Georgina Ross and Lauren Manning.
A special tribute to two members of the
Secretariat, Georgina Ross for her coordination of materials, flyers and timely advice to the
candidate. Lauren Manning for her support regarding volunteers on Pre-poll and Election
Day. Lauren Manning relatives supported the Scullin team on Election Day at Mill Park
Secondary College, Mill Parks Primary School and Mill Park Heights thus alleviating the
stress on the MRU.

5. Craig Ondarchie.
Craig Ondarchie the local member for Northern Metropolitan, was
very supportive and his team was on hand when required. Craig Ondarchie was impressed
with the candidate’s performance and offered to become her mentor with the potential for
consideration for the State seat of Yan Yean in 2018. Craig Ondarchie was a credit to the
campaigns in Batman, Scullin and McEwen and visited all three electorates with equal
presence.
6. Christine Stowe.
Christine Stowe a member of Scullin was of significant support in
providing the candidate with in-house and local knowledge of the Scullin electorate dynamic
profiles. She prepared the candidate with the information that would pave the way for a
successful campaign with the resources available. Christine Stowe also provided support
during the Meet and Greet phases using the generic flyers. Christine Stowe went onto
support the Jaga Jaga candidate David Mulholland on Election Day.
7. Senator Scott Ryan. Senator Scott Ryan dropped in to the Bundoora pre-poll booth on
two occasions and spoke with the candidate before travelling onto providing much needed
support to Chris Jermyn, the candidate for McEwen. Catherin Lucas from Senator Ryan’s
electorate officer also provided two staff members at the Bundoora pre-poll. Senator Scott
Ryan to his credit put in much mileage in supporting many other dead red electorates. It is
of interest to note that he is also patron senator for the electorates of McEwen, Calwell,
Gorton, Maribyrnong, Batman, Jaga Jaga, Wills, Lalor, Scullin, Melbourne Ports, Gellibrand,
Melbourne and Indi. These electorates makes it difficult to attract new members while he has
the added responsibilities under Malcolm Turnbull.
8. Peter McWilliam, George Souris & Alan Dodd.
Peter McWilliam the former
Chairman for McEwen and Liberal Party Country Male Vice President was in support. Alan
Dodd, the McEwen Polling Booth coordinator assisted with the pre-poll booth at South
Morang and also on Election Day. George Souris, candidate for Batman and his Polling
Booth manager supported the joint Bundoora pre-poll booth.
9. Jackie Douglass.
According to the candidate she was given additional political
advice by Jackie Douglass, another campaign veteran. Jackie Douglas is a former
Chairperson of Jaga Jaga, now operating within Craig Ondarchie electorate office. Jackie
Douglass campaigning experience and alternative strategies contrary to those used by the
Scullin team added value to the candidate’s corporate political knowledge. Her advice and
contribution to the candidate will be remembered by the Scullin Campaign team.
10. Narinder Sharma.
Special mention of Mr Narinder Sharma and his team, brought in
by Peter Adamis the Campaign Manager. It is important to note that without the timely arrival
and support of Mr Narinder Sharma and his many volunteers, the polling booth would never
have been manned. We will hear more of Mr Narinder Sharma and his team in the future.
11. Secretariat Communications.
Andrew Hudgson the Communications Manager at
the Secretariat provided advice to the candidate regarding radio interviews which did not
eventuate and the candidate offered the radio interviews to Karina Okotel.

12. Web Warriors.
Valuable support was provided to the candidate by self-styled social
media ‘Web Warrior’ Scott McNeill; a young Liberal who is a social media online enthusiast
and well known on the Web Warriors circuit. To his credit, Scott McNeil was of significant
support to other electorates, judging by his online presence, however he and Josh Talbot,
another web warrior sullied their contributions by their online chatter.
Social media criticism and support.
The Scullin Campaign Analysis Team (SCAT) was
provided with evidence of unwarranted post-election criticism of the Campaign Managers
performance. See Annex E. for further details. The Scullin Campaign Analysis Team (SCAT)
believes that there is a huge difference between an opinion, fair play and a personal attack on
individuals that cross the line in any format. This form of criticism is inconsistent with normal
political, emotional and mental maturity and the Liberal Party should not condone such
inappropriate behaviour that is gravely detrimental to the best interests of the Party”. A perusal
of the Constitution indicates that nothing is in place for Duty of Care or a Grievance procedure
to deal with such matters. See Annex F for response to criticism.
Campaign material and techniques.
New campaign techniques trialled by the Deakin
electorate and the secretariat were not made available to the Scullin campaign team and were
not used. However what was achieved in the short period of time was that the candidate
managed to traverse the electorate using her own resources, meeting and greeting the public
using well tried door knocking techniques and letter drops using generic flyers. A detailed list of
campaign techniques and potential campaign material are contained at Annex G.
Scullin Campaign planning.
There was no preparation and/or planning conducted prior
to the election, nor was a candidate identified or had come forward as an applicant until the
candidate was approached by John Nugyen according to the Candidate Melanie Stockman.
Peter Adamis was employed at the last moment and not in a position to raise funds, attract new
members or prepare the electorate for a Federal Election for the reasons provided at Annex H.
Communications. Communication emails have been retained by the Secretariat and the
Scullin FEC Campaign Manager. Mobile text communications are also available on request.
Recommendations.

The following are recommended.

1. Candidates attend a training and development programme prior to being preselected
2. Reintroduce a human task force to compliment the electronic management system.
3. Consider the implementation of new campaign techniques trialled by Scullin
4. Candidates to campaign for six months prior to an election.
5. Select seasoned and experienced campaign managers.

Summary. The Labor Party has always taken the North for granted and neglects the area,
but it seems that the Liberal Party has forgotten the North both at a State and Federal level. Is
this because the Liberal party has misunderstood the value of campaigning electorates have no
intrinsic value or political significance? It’s a bad message to sell to the residents of the North,
especially to the dedicated and committed Liberal Party members who campaign alone.
It is obvious to those operating in the Scullin electorate that the Liberal Party does not appear to
care about the North, and will only invest in the area unless there is political mileage to be gained.
General feedback from voters is that there is no point or reason to vote Liberal if there is no
presence at all. However the negativity surrounding campaigning in dead red seats, the Scullin
Campaign Analysis Team (SCAT) found; displaying the Liberal Party banner attracted Senate
and electoral funding votes as being two incentives for the Liberal Party to consider.
This report is not only a window into past events and occurrences but also a statement of what
can be achieved with the minimum of resources by the management of complex systems, human
digital capital and drawing upon the experience from the numerous threads that make up the
fabric of the Liberal Party in Victoria. It also is a testament to the candidate who despite her
political inexperience managed to hold the thin blue line against all odds. It is the opinion of the
Campaign Manager that this election campaign conducted at the national level was out of touch
with the public and slow to respond. A better outcome would have been preferable
Report Contributions and acknowledgements.
The following members contributed to
this report: Melanie Stockman, Dr Geza Benke, Nikki Petrovich, Andrew Ananievski, Narinder
Sharma and Peter Adamis. It is important to note that the Campaign Manager, Peter Adamis
accepts full responsibility for any errors of judgement, campaign strategy faults, and negative
publicity. Constructive feedback is welcome and can be sent to email address:
abalinx@gmail.com

Peter Adamis
Campaign manager
Bachelor of Adult Learning & Development (Monash), Grad Dip Occupational Health & Safety,
(Monash), Dip. Training & Assessment, Dip Public Administration, and Dip Frontline Management.
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ANNEX A - SCULLIN DEMOGRAPHIC 2011

A brief outline of the demographics in Scullin.
1. Population.
In the 2011 census the population of Scullin was 132,058 and is
comprised of approximately 50.5% females and 49.5% males.
2. Age.
The median/average age of the people in Scullin is 36 years of age. 59.8%
of people living in the electorate of Scullin were born in Australia. The other top countries of
birth were Italy, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, India, Greece, Vietnam, China,
England, Sri Lanka, Lebanon, Iraq, Philippines, New Zealand, Malta, and Egypt.
3. Languages.
51.1% of people living in Scullin speak English only. The other top
languages spoken are Italian, Macedonian, Greek, Arabic, Vietnamese, Punjabi, and
Mandarin.
4. Religions.
The religious makeup of Scullin is Catholic, Eastern Orthodox, Islam,
Anglican, Religious affiliation not stated, Buddhism, Hinduism, Uniting Church.
5. Marital status.
53.7% of people are married, 32.0% have never married and 6.3%
are divorced and 2.9% are separated. There are 5454 widowed people living in Scullin.
6. Occupations.
The main occupations of people living in Scullin are Clerical &
administrative workers, Technicians & trades workers, Professionals, Labourers, Sales
workers, Community & personal service workers, Managers and Machinery operators &
drivers.
7. Industries.
The main industries people from Scullin work in are Manufacturing, Retail
trade, Health care and social assistance, Construction, Transport, postal and warehousing,
Education and training, Accommodation and food services, Public administration and safety,
Professional, scientific and technical services.
8. Political trends. Over the past 26 years, the electorate of Scullin has seen many changes
and improvements in its infrastructure thus attracting new waves of people and communities
whose political ideology differs greatly from long-time residents. The electorate has the
potential to become a marginal seat in 20 years’ time.

ANNEX B - POLLING BOOTH & MRU EXAMPLE
No
1

Polling
Booth
Name
Epping
North

Premises Name

Address

Locality

Voters

Volunteers

Creeds Farm Living
and Learning Centre

2 Snugburgh Way

EPPING

3250

0730 AM – 1.30 AM
SHARMA GROUP I

MOBILE TEAM. GEZA BENKE AND MATTHEW ADAMIS

GEZA BENKE 11 AM – 3 PM
AMMON
MATTHEW ADAMIS 3 PM - 6 PM
1.30 PM – 6.00 PM
SHARMA GROUP 2

MOBILE ROVING UNITS CONTACT NUMBERS
PETER ADAMIS
0409965538
TEXT IS BEST
MELANIE STOCKMAN
0400062403
In the event communication becomes a
problem, text messages to the Campaign
NIKKI PETROVICH
0400157093
Manager who will prioritise the manpower
GEZA BENKE
0417391809
allocation accordingly. Rest and recuperation
MATTHEW ADAMIS
0449090486
at campaign headquarters. There will be no
SHARMA
0424534560
scrutineering.
AMAN
0423198294
CAMAPAIGN OFFICE
94325396
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS
HOSPITALS
The Northern Hospital, Epping
Austin Hospital, Melbourne
Hospital in Victoria, Australia
Hospital in Heidelberg, Victoria
Address: 185 Cooper St, Epping VIC 3076
Address: 145 Studley Rd, Heidelberg VIC 3084
Phone: (03) 8405 8000
Phone: (03) 9496 5000
HANDY SUGGESTIONS AND HINTS
WEAR WARM CLOTHES
BE COURTEOUS
WEAR THE PONCHO IF RAINING
GREET EVERYONE WITH A SMILE
KEEP OUT OF THE RAIN
DON’T ARGUE WITH VOTERS
BRING UMBRELLA
DON’T ARGUE WITH OTHER PARTIES
FLASK HOT DRINK IS IDEAL
REPORT NEGATIVE BEHAVIOUR
WEAR GOOD FOOTWEAR
DON’T LEAVE RUBBISH BEHIND
GLOVES ARE OPTIONAL
CALL FOR ASSITANCE IF REQUIRED
PLASTIC FOR RUBBISH
CALL FOR MORE HOW TO VOTE CARDS
HAVE A MOBILE
IF TIRED THEN REST ASK FOR HELP
WEAR A SCARF
REPAIR DAMAGED MATERIAL
CAMPAIGN OFFICE
CANDIDATE
MOBILE UNIT
MOBILE UNIT
MOBILE UNIT
MOBILE UNIT
MOBILE UNIT
EMERGENCY

ANNEX C- SCULLIN CAMPAIGN IMAGE GALLERY

ANNEX D - CAMPAIGN TIME LINES OF INTEREST
Initial meeting.
The candidate was provided with a campaign template to assist her with
the initial stages until flyers could be generated on her behalf. Candidate was thoroughly briefed
on the local issues by the Chairman Dr Geza Benke and Campaign Manager Peter Adamis. The
candidate was given a brief on budget matters, handling of any funds, previous 2013 Federal
Election campaign, social media, meet and greet, how to avoid hostile members of public. To
enjoy the campaign period and not be afraid to ask questions. Although the candidate appeared
overwhelmed by the deluge of information she was given every support possible.
Briefings and volunteers. The candidate and Campaign Manager attended a Head Office
briefing held at exhibition Street with the Campaign Manager. Volunteers contacted to assist on
pre-poll and Election Day failed to materialise. Campaign Manager called upon personal
resources, such as community, family, ex-military and friends to assist. An email to members of
Scullin electorate was also sent out on two occasions. The Secretariat followed this up for
manpower support and the details forwarded to the Campaign Manager.
Campaign Team Communications.
The Campaign Manager ensured major
stakeholders met together and not as individuals to ensure communication at all levels was the
same. Communication was conducted face to face, mobile text messages, mobile telephones,
and emails. The Campaign Manager was kept abreast of events using the above methods of
communications throughout the campaign.
Budget concerns.
In the initial stages of the campaign the candidate raised concerns
about discrepancies in the budget (presented by the Secretariat) and other matters associated
with the campaign with Simon Frost, the State Director. This created an environment of
confusion, misinformation and the foundations of distrust between the various stakeholders
involved and required the intervention of the State Director. It is of interest to note that the
Secretariat budget was never forwarded to the Scullin FEC for approval despite numerous
requests necessitating the Scullin FEC to implement its own approved campaign budget.
Social Media concerns.
The candidate was concerned about her image on social
media and advised that she wanted Andrew Ananievski and the Campaign Manager to manage
her Liberal Party Campaign Social Media. However after one week of her face book page
appearing online, the candidate changed her mind and the Scullin campaign team was blocked
from posting any material. The Scullin Campaign Analysis Team (SCAT) on investigating the
matter found that this could have been resolved, had Andrew Hudgson the Communications
Manager at the Secretariat contacted the Campaign Manager to ascertain what the concerns
were. This did not occur.
In-Kind support. In-kind support was provided by the Campaign Manager to the candidate,
campaign team and for the volunteers throughout the conduct of the Scullin campaign. Meeting
rooms, Storage rooms, Training room, Campaign Office, Campaign equipment and materials
were at the disposal of the candidate and the campaign team as well as delivery of campaign
material. Corflutes at the campaign Managers home have been traditionally installed for Jaga
Jaga candidates. Offers of installing corflutes offered to the candidate for Jaga Jaga but this
offer was declined.

Timelines in Chronological order .

The following items are in chronological order:

March 2016.
Scullin FEC meetings. No candidate for Scullin identified. Absences of key
FEC stakeholders noted. List of potential supporters canvassed and identified. Peter Adamis to
provide personal networks and supporters if necessary. Concerns about lack of sufficient funds.
Scullin FEC to seek funds from Scullin Area Finance funds held in trust. Peter Adamis advises
to seek a suitable replacement for his roles and responsibilities given health status.
April 2016.
Scullin FEC meetings. No candidate for Scullin identified. Scullin
campaign mapped and planned in accordance with campaigning template. Communications and
Networks alerted. Campaign Office preparations commenced. Supporters contacted via
telephone. Innovative and new campaign techniques discussed at Scullin FEC level. FEC
Absences confirmed. Peter Adamis approached to act as Campaign Manager. Peter Adamis
declined due to recovery from cancer treatment and suggested Andrew Ananievski.
Simon Frost, State Director intervenes in selection of Campaign Manager. Peter Adamis
reluctantly accepts role of Campaign Manager. Scullin FEC endorses Peter Adamis as Scullin
Campaign Manager. Campaign Budget created. Campaign Journal created. Campaign strategic
events created. Campaign Election Day Polling Booth data base created.
May 2016.
Facebook activated, door knocked with Karina Okotel throughout the Mill
Park region, campaign Office created, Communications with Head Office established, Scullin
Polling Booths reviewed, Campaign structures implemented, Campaign techniques trialled,
Social media messages enhanced, Subliminal messages trialled, USB and Mobile messages
trialled. Social media pages created. Social media pages removed and replaced by Head Office
online structures. Interim flyer created. Interim profile created and emulated by Head Office. It
was of interest to note that Head Office plagiarised the Scullin Profile of the candidate.
June 2016. Head office provided generic flyers, letterboxing Epping Central, campaigned at
Watsonia Train Station with candidate for Jaga Jaga, Tony Abbott campaigned outside Lalor
Station, campaigned outside South Morang Station, Pre-poll on the job training, campaigned
outside Epping Station and Letterboxing in Mill Park. Visits by the Liberal party President Michael
Kroger and members of the Administrative Committee. Visits by Craig Ondarchie, Senator Scott
Ryan and Jane Hume. Pre-poll for three weeks.
July 2016. Election Day was one of high expectations, running on adrenalin all volunteers
were exhausted by the close of polling. Initially there was the customary confusion, checking of
communications, pickup of election material, polling booths identified as problems regions,
weighed and valued for their voter effectiveness. Mobile units used effectively with resources
stretched to the limit. Campaign strategy room and office overwhelmed with requests with
volunteers dropping in to rest and refresh themselves.
Close of Polling Booths & Scrutineering.
No scrutineering was conducted due to
member’s physical and mental exhaustion. The election was followed by drinks at the campaign
manager’s home where a campaign debrief was conducted and congratulations on a job well
done. At that meeting, the candidate Melanie Stockman thanked everyone present for their
support throughout the campaign.

ANNEX E - CAMPAIGN POST ELECTION SOCIA MEDIA CRITICISM
The following criticism was captured off social media. Warning the information unwarranted,
negative and inappropriate language that may offend the reader. Names have not been changed
to hide the stake holders. The personal online attack is against the Campaign Manager Peter
Adamis who was recovering from Stage 4 cancer.
This matter is the subject of a complaint to be considered by the Administrative Committee.
“Scott McNeil You forgot Kevin mate -.56 % swing I think he
needs to be in the top ten. But you know I'm a little bias. And
don't worry about peter. Have a look a Scullin results. He is the
blame for a shocking result. It falls on his head and I will not let
anyone forget how much he ruined a campaign in the North.
Let look at all those he complains about. All the seats that did
use new technics and ideas. What did he do. Well none of that
and went his way. The results show that his way is best left to
the dark ages. Worst campaign manger of the Victorian
campaign. IMO
Scott Mcneil Why would I delete anything. Also happy to stay
away from a bully like your self. I know what I said and I stand
by it. Happy to take you on mate I also have lot of things to
back me up. You and your rants are not wanted. Everything I
have ever heard about you is true. I am not a forgiving person
and I will out live you. Learn to spell my name if your going to
write about me. Go back under the rock you came from. Your
comments and views are not wanted and no one wants to hear
them. Also I didn't delete anything and I'm sorry ted and others
it happened on your page.
Scott McNeil Never offered to be campaign manger only online
and in my conversations with I repeated that position. Never
have I offer to be Campaign manger on her campaign. She had
others before you willing to do that. I didn't need to offer it. But
you made sure to get rid of all help Mel had with your bullying
ways. As for my ideas. You mean what I was learnt in future
leaders and from the many hours of targeted campaigning I have
done. Or the fact that I wanted a more online and visual
campaign with the use of new technology? If you think Deakin
was the only one using new technics. Then it shows how little
you
know.
Scott McNeil What should I be ashamed of what telling you I
wish the cancer had won. I do and I stand by it. You can't even.
Spell my name right. I'll stand up right in your face with my
middle finger up saying fuck you Peter go tucking die. How that
for standing up Peter.

Scott McNeil You use your illness as a way of hiding when you
get called out. So as to try and make people feel sorry for you.
But at the end of the day your a bully. Your peers have seen
your comments but they already knew you were a fool. Oh
course you are not interested in what I have to say as you don't
address any of the major failure of your campaign. Major failures
that people are too nice to tell you to your face.
All bully's like you hide behind lawyers and dismiss comments.
Not having a discussion with you. I'm pointing out the facts.
Your a Bully and you ran a horrible campaign. You should be
ashamed and never be on any team ever again. You belong in
the dark ages. You go on other candidates pages and put them
down and tell them how the months of hard work they had just
put in was a waste and people would have voted the way they
did if you had done nothing. That's rude to the 100's of people
who campaigned each and every weekend for months.
People need to see you for what you are. Your a fool with no
friends. Who thinks everyone will feel sorry for you because
you have cancer. No one cares many people have cancer and
they don't play on it like you do. I will make it my mission to
follow your comments from now on and point you out for the
tool you are each and every day. You were right about one
thing. I do love social. I would suggest you shut down yours as
its has no use any more. Go yell on your web site that only you
and your one friend look at. I'm not like the normal people you
deal with mate. I will never back down. I will stand by my
comments and I you tell you to your face.
Scott McNeil What threat ? That I will follow you and comment
when you do to show people your a fool.
You have very little idea about what I did in the campaign so
don't try and comment on me. Again trying to play the cancer
card. I can name 1000 of people with cancer. Your trying to get
people on your side again with the cancer card. It doesn't work
with your remakes.

Scott McNeil Peter take your own advice. Have respect for
others and I would never have started. You made your bed now
lie in it. You started the rant on this page. You insulted
candidates and people and the party I didn't. Remember if you
pick a fight you can't complain when people respond.
Your an excellent demonstration of what wrong with your
generation.
It hard isn't Peter when people don't back down and fold like you
used to. I wonder with your attitude how many people have put
complains against you as you sound like your ready to lawyer
up. People only do that when they are used to getting their own
way. Your a big baby and is crying when you don't get your way
or you can't bully me out like the others you have done before.
Scott McNeil I will deal with your lies latter Peter. Sound like
your on your own on this one. As I also kept notes on the
campaign. All your comments about me stalking mel. I ask this
one question. Who asked mel to run? Oh wait that was me. Who
wrote a recommendation for Mel. Oh wait that's me too. Who
phone dose Mel still use. Oh wait that's me too. For someone
who stalking her as you say.
She stayed at my house a lot. With all my housemate happy to
discuss the many times she would come to my house after you
attcked her and made her feel like crap with your insults and
bulling tactics. Which you have clearly shown today with your
comments. Your right mate know your facts before you talk. And
you clearly don't know the facts. Don't talk about think you have
no idea about.
How many campaign mangers were banned from their
candidates online page. Answer one, just you. Do you want me
to tell people why you were taking off her page and that 104 had
to go into damage mode. Or the fact that I had to find you a
candidate for your seat if your so much in control?
I feel sorry for you your a bitter old man who the cancer didn't
win. Do come near me at anything or you will find your self
wishing you hadn't.
You have no idea what I did in this campaign. None what so
ever. Your a fool and most people don't even listen to your
comments.. You have no power and any in the north refuses to
deal with you. Stop getting treatment and do us a favour and
just die like we all want you too.”

Josh Talbot If you were sick, Peter, you shouldn't have been a
Campaign Manager fullstop. Maybe if you had bothered to
undertake some fundraising, you'd have had more money to
spend on the campaign. Just a thought
Josh Talbot Why do you do nothing in Scullin? Why did you
humiliate Michael Kroger in front of a constituent by having no
flyers printed for your own candidate? Why do you do no
fundraising and expect all these handouts? Most of all, why do
we keep doing so poorly in Scullin?
Josh Talbot I love watching you comment, you deranged old
fool. You have without a doubt proven to be Scullin's worst FEC
Chairperson of any party. Scullin is the third wealthiest Laborheld seat in the country, and yet we get trounced there. You do
no fundraising and yet expect handouts to come to you that were
destined for Chisholm, which may I remind you, we won. You're
a walking, talking delusion and your political days are finished
even in that fetid little backwater of yours that you and a handful
of loyal sycophants run.

ANNEX F. CAMPAIGN MANAGERS RESPONSE TO SOCIAL MEDIA CRITICISM
Peter Adamis
Scullin Campaign Manager
Scullin FEC Secretary
16 July 2016
POLTICAL SOCIAL MEDIA INTERACTION
Scott McNeil
Dear Scott,
Thank you for your lengthy explanation, but I would have
expected an apology from you. I am writing to you in an official
capacity and not on a personal level. I honestly expected better
from you and Josh Talbot. But then again you proved me wrong.
Please obtain legal advice because you honestly don’t know
what you are saying regarding charging me with any offence. It
is now clear to me that you are the bully and a just a key board
warrior. If you had concerns all you had to do was to ring me and
talk with me. But no, you took the cowards way out and attacked
without any provocation. That is like kicking a bloke when he is
down and in my book un-Australian. .
I dont threaten people unless I feel threatened and/or my family
feels threatened. I take a very dim view of those who use
language that is inappropriate and crafted to hurt others. It is one
thing to disagree in a robust matter on political matters and
another to cross the line and talk about my illness (cancer) and
my impending death. Not that I want you to care, but if you knew
who I was, you would have been somewhat conservative with
your comments. No this is not a threat although it may appear to
be so.
Your comments don’t give me any comfort but lead me to
consider as NOT being conducive to the thawing of relationships
within a political environment. The many thousands that follow
social media came to realise that you had crossed the line with
your silly, immature and totally inappropriate comments.

In addition we found some of your comments regarding the
candidate of great interest and wondered who was telling the
truth. Otherwise what is the use of being a member of a political
party if you cannot discipline yourself and learn to present your
argument without becoming personal?
Just for your edification and education, I am not a bully, but quite
the opposite. I am the only one in the Liberal party who stands
up to bullies and those who use their position to hurt others.
Those with whom you speak of that have given you information
about me have obviously a gripe. The candidate said many
things to us on the campaign team and she even spoke against
you in a very negative manner. But I know from life experiences
that everything I am told is not always what it seems, so I reserve
my judgement against you.
There are many that I disagree with politically, but they still
remain my friends. May I suggest that you learn from this
experience and move on? Because in the Liberal party we need
people like yourself to support our ideology and policies without
losing your cool.
Please remember that it is people like myself that have served
this nation in the Australian Regular Defence Force as in my
case for 30 years to give you the freedoms you enjoy this day.
Don’t let my service to this country be in vain because you abuse
those freedoms that my generation fought so hard for.
May I summarise by saying that you look after yourself, because
no one else will. Don’t look for political friends because they will
abandon you. Look for friends that you can rely on in life as I
have. As I said in our first interview with the candidate: TRUST
NO ONE AND JUST HAVE FUN”. These remarks were made to
the candidate within the confines of the Scullin FEC. Therefore
reflect on my comments and make your own mind up as I have
made mine.
This letter will also be provide to the relevant members at the
Secretariat for their action. Please note that there is no need to
respond, because this matter will soon resolve itself.
You take care and as I said above look after yourself.

I stand by my previous remarks that I will take action into my
own hands. I always take care of my own problems and I always
resolve them. It is important that you note that you will be
approached and spoken to in order that you understand the error
of your political methodologies. Please that I wish no harm but
that you learn from this that what you hear and are told about
others MAY NOT BE TRUE.
As for passing on my articles and reports, I thank you because
it reinforces all the issues I raise d with you on social media. We
as a group have read your commentary on social media many
times and have all come to the same conclusion that you need
to be advised the error of your ways. You will find that your law
enforcement friends will see through the farce and understand
where you have crossed the line.

Peter Adamis
Scullin Campaign Manager
Scullin FEC Secretary
Bachelor of Adult Learning & Development (Monash),
Grad Dip Occupational Health & Safety, (Monash),
Dip. Training & Assessment, Dip Public Administration,
and Dip Frontline Management. Website: abalinx.com
Email: abalinx@gmail.com or via Mobile: 0409965538

Peter Adamis
Scullin Campaign Manager
Scullin FEC Secretary
16 July 2016
POLTICAL SOCIAL MEDIA INTERACTION
Josh Talbot
Dear Josh,
I am writing to you in an official capacity and not on a personal
level. I honestly expected better from you and Scott McNeill, but
then you proved me wrong and it is now clear to me that you are
the bullies and just key board warriors. If you had concerns all
about Scullin all you had to do was to ring me and talk with me.
But no, you took the cowards way out and attacked without any
provocation. That is like kicking a bloke when he is down and in
my book un-Australian. .
I dont threaten people unless I feel threatened and/or my family
feels threatened. I take a very dim view of those who use
language that is inappropriate and crafted to hurt others. It is one
thing to disagree in a robust matter on political matters and
another to cross the line and talk about my illness (cancer) and
my impending death. Not that I want you to care, but if you knew
who I was, you would have been somewhat been conservative
with your comments. No this is not a threat although it may
appear to be so.
Your comments don’t give me any comfort but lead me to
consider as NOT being conducive to the thawing of relationships
within a political environment. The many thousands that follow
social media came to realise that you had crossed the line with
your silly, immature and totally inappropriate comments.

In addition we found some of your comments regarding the
candidate of great interest and wondered who was telling the
truth. Otherwise what is the use of being a member of a political
party if you cannot discipline yourself and learn to present your
argument without becoming personal? Just for your edification
and education, I am not a bully, but quite the opposite. I am the
only one in the Liberal party who stands up to bullies and those
who use their position to hurt others. Those with whom you
speak of that have given you information about me have
obviously a gripe. But I know from life experiences that
everything I am told is not always what it seems, so I reserve my
judgement against you.
There are many that I disagree with politically, but they still
remain my friends. May I suggest that you learn from this
experience and move on? Because in the Liberal party we need
people like yourself to support our ideology and policies without
losing your cool.
Please remember that it is people like myself that have served
this nation in the Australian Regular Defence Force as in my
case for 30 years to give you the freedoms you enjoy this day.
Don’t let my service to this country be in vain because you abuse
those freedoms that my generation fought so hard for.
May I summarise by saying that you look after yourself, because
no one else will. Don’t look for political friends because they will
abandon you. Look for friends that you can rely on in life as I
have. As I said in our first interview with the candidate: TRUST
NO ONE AND JUST HAVE FUN”. These remarks were made to
the candidate within the confines of the Scullin FEC. Therefore
reflect on my comments and make your own mind up as I have
made mine.
This letter will also be provide to the relevant members at the
Secretariat for their action. Please note that there is no need to
respond, because this matter will soon resolve itself.
You take care and as I said above look after yourself.

I stand by my previous remarks that I will take action into my
own hands. I always take care of my own problems and I always
resolve them. It is important that you note that you will be
approached and spoken to in order that you understand the error
of your ways. Please note that I wish no harm but that you learn
from this that what you hear and are told about others MAY NOT
BE TRUE.
Peter Adamis
Scullin Campaign Manager
Scullin FEC Secretary
Bachelor of Adult Learning & Development (Monash),
Grad Dip Occupational Health & Safety, (Monash),
Dip. Training & Assessment, Dip Public Administration,
and Dip Frontline Management. Website: abalinx.com
Email: abalinx@gmail.com or via Mobile: 0409965538

G. CAMPAIGN MATERIAL AND TECHNIQUES
Campaign techniques.
The Campaign Team trialled a number of new concepts and
considered other methodologies of reaching targeted audiences and the public. A number of
those methodologies and concepts are described below:
1. Face to face meet and greet. The candidate also campaigned at shopping centres, train
stations, community centres and on two occasions assisted the candidate for Jaga Jaga at
locations bordering both electorates. Karina Okotel personal presence added weight in
attracting high profile members of parliament to Scullin.
2. Mass coverage by volume.
Mass coverage of the electorate was not carried as it
was then assumed that Head Office would as in the past take on the responsibility which
unfortunately in this case did not occur. Nor were postal votes distributed as in the past which
was the responsibility of Head Office. Although the absence of such material did not alter the
overall result it can be safely assumed that Senate votes and funds were not as high as in
previous years. There was no requirement for the use of high volume telephone calls or
recorded messages as they were not deemed appropriate for a dead red safe labor seat.
3. Electronic devices.
In addition to the above, mobiles were used effectively as a
means of communication and distributing messages to any member of the public once their
mobile number was known. This had potential for the future and should not be
underestimated. The messages were beamed to the public from the campaign Office by the
campaign manager. Mass produced USB with coalition campaign messages, complete with
videos recorded by the Prime Minister, were trialled by the campaign team with considerable
success. This success was judged by feedback received from the selected members of the
trial who participated in the project. In future consideration should be given to a video by the
candidate.
4. Subliminal messages. Subliminal messages using the Prime Ministers profile was also
trialled using website techniques and the link being distributed using emails, social media,
twitter accounts, Pin Interest and Linked in resources? This form of distribution of subliminal
messages being distributed over a wide audience using carefully selected messages are
reinforced every time they reappear.
5. Fusion of Human and Technology.
However when all is said and done, there is
nothing better than the candidate meeting the public face to face of which the member for
Deakin, Michael Sukkar is a perfect example. Other electorates need to take notice of the
benefits of human and technology being used effectively.
6. Media.
Extensive use of social media was conducted throughout the campaign.
On reflection despite the likes and hits on the candidates profile, they did not translate into
votes and were of little significance upon the whole campaign. The social media aspect was
controlled by the candidate and the website monitored by Head Office. Videos were taken
for training and development purposes for future elections.

Campaign material.
To assist a candidate when meeting potential new members or
attracting members towards a Liberal philosophy, the following objects or concepts may be worth
considering:
1. Interactive fridge magnets. Simple messages that may be turned on and off, using
movement sensors as switching mechanisms.
2. Electronic Business cards.
Electronic business cards that can hold political
message and or shaped to be plugged into a laptop or computer is a desirable method of
providing target or potential new members. This is worth considering for the next State
election.
3. A Frame with interactive screen messages.
This is within the realms of possibilities
and thus save thousands of dollar for the Victorian Division. These interactive A Frame
message boards can be changed if they are remotely controlled from a central point. Imagine
sending out the Prime Minister’s message according to opportunities that may arise during
the campaign.
These electronic A Frame message boards are currently being trialled by the Scullin
Campaign Manager and should be completed in preparation for the State election in 2018.
The problems identified to date is glare, protection from the elements and durability. The
external power source and signal strength to stream new messages maybe overcoming by
using mobile phones as the means of control.
4. Political mobile Applications.
with time pieces and/or as tones

Apps which are simple to be downloaded and used

5. Key ring interactive objects. Simple Key like objects that can be fitted along the key rings
with messages displayed when key is used.
6. USB free political screens savers. Screen savers with a political message that appears
periodically.
7. UBD Mobile phones.
Use by date mobile phones with a political message.
Political messages can be embedded within a mobile phone.
8. MTM.
Mobile text messages sent periodically to targeted mobile phones using
current technology.
9. Drones.
The use drones as a means of delivering voices messages to remote areas
or target an audience. This technology has yet to be used politically and its potential uses
should not be overlooked. The use of drones in a built up area is not considered suitable for
obvious reasons. In any event the Scullin FEC is not a position to trial such equipment
10. Taxi Cab Marquee messages.
Taxi cabs and transport vehicles be fitted with
electronic marquee message boards. These may have to be trialled under real life conditions
to ascertain their suitability with regards to safety and distraction.

ANNEX H. PETER ADAMIS – MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS
The following medical diagnosis is shown below for quality, confirmation and to dispel any
misinformation and criticism of the Campaign Managers illness. The letter was written prior
to the heavy dose of chemotherapy and stem cell treatment of which there is a six month
recovery period.

